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Abstract
The present paper aims to focus on spiritualism. It is also highlighting the exact concept of
God and soul. The significance of the paper is that, it explains the relation between God and
soul with scientific attitude. Paper is dealing with, how the God or divine power exists and
controls this entire nature, what is the role of God and soul, in our life of human being and in
all other participants of nature. Who connects the soul to God? That is hymns. How the
hymns work? What is the power of hymns? Paper is shortly, dealing with spiritualism, we
can define spiritualism as, “the energy, which is ruling and controlling this nature, we
generally called as natural power. This power not only covers entire nature but also every
animal, bird, tree, human being, micro-organisms, atom, etc. i.e. all the participants of nature.
This natural power which controls this nature that is called GOD and when the same power
exists within us or in any animal or bird or tree, then is called as SPIRIT. And when we
realize, the power, which exists in this nature, is also exists within us, that procedure of
realization is called as SPIRITUALISM.”
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What is GOD?
Don’t take God as a like person, which having two eyes, two hands and legs, as we
generally used to see in serials and films. Again we imagine that God having supernatural
powers, through God can do anything whatever God want. Again God is invisible we can’t
see God, God lives in heaven and we can only see, after our death, this all are just
imagination, fake imagination.
“God is not that limited as much we are imagining.”
In our imagination God is limited to the personality, God having colour and shape,
God is not one but so many are there, even they differs religion wise. As they differs, their
rules also differs. These all imagination is bullshit, fake. Everyone is imagining God as per
their own way, but no one trying to search what the exact fact is.
“The fact is that, God is so vast and somewhere
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beyond our imagination and thinking power.”
God is that vast, that God covers this entire nature. Entire nature is not limited to earth
but the crores of Brahmand. Now the days our science is searching all these things are present
in this nature, hence we come to know. But all are these things, already present in this nature,
we just searched it, not create it. That’s the difference. Creator is someone different. Again so
many more things would have to be there in this entire nature which we yet not come to
know. His creation is that vast that we can’t search all things at one time, whether we are
doing extra efforts. Then just think how much vast, God can be!!!
For God no limitations, no boundaries, God don’t have personality, no colour, no
shape. God is neither visible nor invisible. All whatever we can see or can’t see that’s all,
God’s creation. God covered everything; hence, God is everywhere and by God’s permission
only everything happens. Whatever happens whether in our life or in this entire nature,
whether it is bad or good these all things are by God’s permission.
“The power which covers and controls entire nature and having no
boundaries and limitation, even not having any identification
marks just like personality, colour, shape or face, which can’t be
taken as good or bad, visible or invisible, which is/are beyond
science and our imagination, that is called GOD.”

What is SPIRIT/SOUL?
Spirit or soul is not like the ghost as shown in films. That is again the fake
imagination. Spirit is also a energy. This is the same energy which we refer above. As we
explained that God means a energy and it exists everywhere in the nature and participants of
nature. Hence human being and all other animal have this energy within themselves. That
energy is called as spirit. Energy is the same but name is different. When this energy get
removed from us or from any animal that time human being is called as dead body. Without
this energy animals are just body, and when it works within us that time, we are called as
human being.
“The energy which works in this atmosphere,
the same energy when works in living being
that time it is called as a Spirit”
Hence it get clears here, that entire nature is covered by God and under God’s control
and God works not only in this entire nature but also in every living being. Without God
everything is Zero. We get realize that there is no difference between we human and animal
or any tree or any micro-organisms, all are covered by one and only energy. When it works
in this entire nature it is called as divine power or God and when it works in any body
that time it is called as spirit.
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Whether God works in every living being then one question arises, that is, if God is working
everywhere then why some animal or persons are dangerous? Why there is person who is
terrorist, Don, etc? If God is working within them, then all living being must behave like a
God? Then why these living being are not behaves like a God? Or why they don’t have
supernatural powers like a God?
Answer is that, the functions of all living beings are different, as per their body
structures. As electricity is in every electrical instrument but instruments work differs as per
their functions. For example if electricity is working in heater, then it will give the heat, and
when electricity is working in freeze or AC then it will make cool. As instruments are
functioning different but the working power in both of them is same that is electricity in the
same manner God is in everyone (every participants of nature) and everyone is functioning as
per their functions of body structure. And as per their body structures they have some power
as well as limitations too.
If we stop to give the electricity then that machines are not of any use. It will not work
anymore without that electricity. The machines are nothing without electricity. In the same
way this nature and every participant of this nature is machine which is nothing without that
energy which is working everywhere. That energy is nothing but a divine power and energy
never finished it just get transform in another form.

What is Spiritualism:


What is hymn?

As science told us when you call any person then you have to dial the number then
you can get connect with another person from long distance. This number is nothing more but
a frequency. In the same manner it is possible to get connect with God by mind just by using
frequency. This frequency is called as hymn. By uttering these hymns with full of
concentration we can get connect with that divine power which is called as God.
As air is everywhere in this atmosphere, but we can’t see it. But we can feel the air as
it touches us, we can experience it. Air is such a part of the life that no one can survive
without it. God or the divine power is the same. God is everywhere, but we can’t see God and
no one can survive without God. But as we can feel air, experience air, in the same way we
can also feel God, and also can have God’s experience, just by uttering hymns. Hymns are
the frequency which connects us (spirit) with God. Then the new question arises, can we get
connect with God, before our death? Answer is yes. How one could get connect with God?
The answer is concentrative practice of hymns.



Procedure of Realization/Self Identification?

By the power of hymn we can connects us with God. And when we get completely
connect with God through the hymns that time we realize that there is no more difference
between Gods (as it is said that every religion has different Gods). All are one and only, as
well as all this entire nature is covered by God and under God’s control. We get realize
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that there is no difference between we all human beings and animal or any tree or any microorganisms. All are they made by God and God is only working within them. Only functions
are different as per the body structures. This stage of realization or procedure of
realization is called as spiritualism.

“There is no difference between any living being or any God,
as well as everything is covered and controlled by God,
God also exists within us and without God no one can survive and
everything will be zero; when this fact get realize through the concentrative
practice of hymns that realization is called spiritualism.”

“Through the procedure of realization when
we get realize that we are not the body
but the we are the soul/spirit is called as self identification.”
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